Evil Minion Chip-Bag Clip Instructions

**Items you are given:** 1 Black Clothespin, 1 Pipe cleaner, 1 piece purple paper, 1 piece white paper, 1 feather piece, 2 googly eyes

**Items you will need:** scissors, glue stick, craft glue

**Step 1:** Glue *(with the glue stick)* the purple piece of paper to the top half of the clothespin. Use the metal cross piece as a guide as to how far down you should put the paper. Extend the purple paper to just below that metal cross piece. Once the paper is dried on, cut off the excess paper that hangs over the edges of the clothespin.

**Step 2:** From your piece of white paper cut out 3 “buttons” for the minion’s black overalls, and also from your white paper cut out scary teeth. Glue these on to their respective locations using the glue stick.

**Step 3:** Cut your feather piece to the size you want, this will become the evil minion’s hair. Using the craft glue, glue the feather to the top of the minion. Also, using the craft glue, glue the googly eyes on. You can make them lopsided if you want, after all, this is an evil minion!

**Step 4:** Once things are dry, slide the pipe cleaner through the metal spring of the clothespin. This will form the minion’s arms. Even it out on both sides and cut it, if you want to, to shorten the arms. Make little circles at the ends for hands. Your Evil Minion Chip-Bag Clip is now ready to use.